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Summary
Increasing agricultural productivity to ‘close yield gaps’ creates both perils and possibilities 
for biodiversity conservation. Yield increases often have negative impacts on species within 
farmland, but at the same time could potentially make it more feasible to minimise further 
cropland expansion into natural habitats. We combine global data on yield gaps, projected 
future production of maize, rice and wheat, the distributions of birds and their estimated 
sensitivity to changes in crop yields to map where it might be most beneficial for bird 
conservation to close yield gaps as part of a land-sparing strategy, and where doing so might 
be most damaging. Closing yield gaps to attainable levels to meet projected demand in 2050 
could potentially help spare an area equivalent to that of the Indian subcontinent. Increasing 
yields this much on existing farmland would inevitably reduce its biodiversity, and therefore 
we advocate efforts both to constrain further increases in global food demand, and to identify 
the least harmful ways of increasing yields. The land-sparing potential of closing yield gaps 
will not be realised without specific mechanisms to link yield increases to habitat protection 
(and restoration), and therefore we suggest that conservationists, farmers, crop scientists and 
policy-makers collaborate to explore promising mechanisms.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Demand for food is rising and options to expand the area devoted to producing it are 
diminishing [1,2]. Agricultural yields are well below attainable levels in many parts of the 
world, and so ‘closing yield gaps’ is widely viewed as an important part of securing a 
sufficient and reliable food supply [3,4]. However, past initiatives to increase yields have 
caused serious negative impacts on wild species living on farmland [5,6]. Closing yield gaps 
using fertilisers and irrigation could exacerbate such impacts. At the same time, agricultural 
expansion poses a great threat to wild habitats and species [1,7]. This threat could potentially 
be reduced if closing yield gaps can be successfully linked to initiatives to spare land for 
nature [8,9]. In this paper, we use an illustrative global analysis to look at how 
conservationists and agronomists might decide where closing yield gaps would be most 
harmful to biodiversity, and where doing so might be most beneficial.
Why focus on yield gaps?
Some argue that a focus on yields distracts from more important issues such as reducing food 
waste, distributing food more fairly and shifting towards diets which are less land-demanding
[10–13]. However, even if good progress is made with these important challenges, global 
food demand will increase substantially over the next few decades [14]. This increased 
demand will be met by some combination of increasing the area under agriculture and 
increasing yields on existing land. In recognition that both of these processes tend to have 
negative impacts on wild species, there have been recent efforts to begin to quantify trade-
offs between biodiversity value and yield [15–23]. Understanding such trade-offs can help 
conservationists to decide where and to what extent they should support land-sharing 
strategies (which aim to integrate food production and biodiversity conservation on the same 
land, but which frequently incur the penalty of lowered yields) as opposed to land-sparing 
strategies (which aim to spare land for nature by producing food from as small an area of land
as possible) [8,24,25].
Before pursuing a land-sparing strategy in a particular region, it is important to understand 
whether the impacts on on-farm biodiversity of increasing yields are potentially outweighed 
by the benefits of using higher yields to minimise the area occupied by farmland. Recent 
work in southwest Ghana and northern India suggests that they would be, for a range of bird 
and tree species in those landscapes [15]. More work is needed to understand when and 
where land sparing, land sharing or a mixed approach is most appropriate for a range of 
outcomes, not just for food production and biodiversity, and also the most effective ways of 
delivering these strategies in practice [26]. We argue here that understanding the spatial 
distribution and magnitude of yield gaps in relation to the distribution of species with 
different types of response to agriculture will be important for identifying areas where the 
closing of yield gaps presents an opportunity to use land sparing to enhance biodiversity 
conservation, and others where land sharing could be more appropriate.
Potential risks to biodiversity
The main risks to biodiversity of closing yield gaps are threefold. First, there is the risk that 
yield-enhancing changes to agriculture will damage populations of species within the farmed 
landscape [27]. Second, some changes in agricultural practice affect species in non-farmed 
habitats, for example through increased nitrogen pollution of rivers and seas [14]. Third, there
is the risk that closing yield gaps will increase, rather than decrease, cropland expansion and 
habitat loss [28].
The detrimental effects of agricultural intensification, both on and off farmland, are widely 
recognised. Fertiliser use tends to reduce plant diversity, and runoff of nitrates and phosphates
causes eutrophication and dead zones in aquatic systems [29]. Irrigation reduces the amount 
of water available to natural rivers and wetlands, and dams built to supply irrigation water 
can have serious impacts, especially on migratory species [30]. Pesticides are designed to kill 
certain wild species, but also typically affect many non-target organisms including 
amphibians [31] and pollinators [32]. Shorter rotations and faster-growing crops leave less 
time for crop-dwelling organisms to complete their lifecycles or access resources in the 
intervals before planting or harvesting [33]. Mechanised harvesting can cause direct mortality
of birds, insects and other organisms [34]. Use of fossil fuels, fertilisers and manures 
generates greenhouse gas emissions which affect biodiversity through climate change and 
ocean acidification [35].
Increasing yields has the potential to promote rather than inhibit local conversion of natural 
habitats, at least if it is unaccompanied by restrictions on agricultural expansion [36–38]. 
New crop varieties – such as soybeans that tolerate acidic soils or oil palms that grow well in 
deep peat – might enhance yields, but at the same time make it feasible to open up new 
biodiversity-rich areas for cultivation where it is currently not economical to grow these 
crops [7]. Where higher yields produce higher profits, there may similarly be an increased 
incentive to expand cropland area [39]. Increased revenues resulting from the closure of yield
gaps for staple crops could be used to subsidise expansion of the cultivation of luxury crops 
and biofuels, again promoting rather than inhibiting the conversion of natural habitats. 
Therefore, for the potential land-sparing benefits of closing yield gaps to be realised, specific 
measures to minimise or avoid the conversion of natural habitats to arable production are 
required [24,37].
Potential opportunities for conservation
Although closing yield gaps poses risks to biodiversity, untapped agricultural potential also 
presents the opportunity of harnessing yield increases to spare land for nature. While some 
wild species thrive in agricultural landscapes [40], many depend instead on relatively intact 
natural habitats, and cannot persist even in ‘benign’ production landscapes [41]. This is 
particularly true of species of conservation concern, such as those with small global 
distributions [42–44]. Harnessing yield increases to spare land for nature could also reduce 
the impacts of farming on biodiversity in other ways, for example if it reduces greenhouse 
gas emissions [9,14].
As discussed in the previous section, increasing yields will not automatically ensure that land 
not needed for crop production is spared for nature. Instead, increasing yields only presents 
the opportunity to spare land for nature, and practical approaches to doing this have not yet 
been explored in depth [26]. The key requirement for land sparing to succeed is that an 
explicit connection is made between increasing yields and protecting natural habitats. If the 
current emphasis in agricultural policy and advocacy circles on closing yield gaps is to be 
turned into a conservation opportunity, mechanisms need to be developed to integrate yield 
increases into strategies to spare land for nature.
Aims of this paper
Our aim in this paper is not to provide a definitive assessment of where land sparing or land 
sharing would be most appropriate for biodiversity conservation. Instead, we aim to provide a
conceptual basis for identifying where and by how much closing yield gaps could affect 
biodiversity, both negatively and positively. We do this with an illustrative analysis 
combining preliminary estimates of variation in sensitivity of the world’s birds to farming 
with recent work on mapping yield gaps for wheat, rice and maize. We use this approach to 
suggest where closing yield gaps might pose the greatest risks for bird conservation on 
cropland, and where cropland expansion – through failure to close yield gaps or indeed as an 
unintended consequence of successfully doing so – might pose the greatest risks to birds 
dependent on natural habitats. We focus on birds because they are the only taxon for which 
the required data are available for a large number of species, and on cereal crops because 
their great importance in human food supplies has led to yield gaps in these crops being well-
studied. These three crops together account for one-third of global cropland area.
2. METHODS
Crop yields and production
Global maps of attainable yields for wheat, rice and maize were provided by N. Mueller. 
Attainable yields are defined in [4] and are those achievable under local climatic conditions 
with feasible changes in agricultural practice to address suboptimal availability of water and 
nutrients. Global maps of estimated ‘current’ (2000) yields and harvested areas for these three
crops, obtained using methods described in [45], were provided by N. Ramankutty 
(http://www.geog.mcgill.ca/~nramankutty/Datasets/Datasets.html). Projections of the 
expected quantity of the three crops produced in each country of the world in 2050, as 
described by [46], were provided by N. Alexandratos. These projections were based upon 
expert judgment of expected demand (including the use of cereals for animal feed and 
biofuels), international trade flows and the potential for production. In some cases, these 
estimates were only available for groups of countries rather than individual countries (e.g. the
27 European Union countries, Eastern Europe, and some of the smaller developing countries, 
including many of the island nations: we assumed in such cases the same percentage increase 
for each country as for the group). We used a global map of cropland [47] to develop country-
level estimates of cropland area and non-cropland area. Missing production and area data 
were extracted from [48]. All maps consisted of 5-min grid cells (≈ 10 × 10 km).
We considered 171 countries in our analysis: all of the countries listed by [4], plus 16 not 
included there. Of these 171 countries, 14 small island nations had no overlap with at least 
one of the global agricultural datasets we used, and thus we could only produce meaningful 
results for the remaining 157. Countries are listed in the supplementary data file.
Land-sparing potential: definition and estimation of the ‘area at stake’
As a measure of land-sparing potential, we estimated the ‘area at stake’ in each country and 
grid cell: the difference between the area of cropland needed to meet the projected level of 
crop production in 2050 with and without the achievement of technically attainable yield 
increases (Figure 1). The ‘area at stake’ is the land which could potentially be spared if yield 
gaps are closed, and which is at risk of being converted to cropland if they are not. It also 
includes current cropland which could be taken out of production and restored as natural 
habitat if yield increases were used to reduce cropland area.
For each country, we obtained estimates of the production that would be possible for each of 
the three crops, by summation across all cells within the country currently growing the crops, 
assuming that attainable yields were completely achieved [4]. We then calculated the 
cropland area required to produce the projected level of production in 2050 for a country at 
the attainable yield, derived from [4]. This area is shown by the green hatched bar in Figure 
1. In doing this calculation, we assumed that any additional cropland needed would be 
distributed within the country in proportion to the area of land other than cropland present in 
2000 in each cell and that the attainable yield for currently uncropped land converted to 
cropland would equal the mean attainable yield for that country. This assumption was made 
because the area at stake should include land vulnerable to indirect land-use change prompted
by the displacement of other crops, and so will extend beyond areas of high suitability for the 
three focal crops. Any cropland no longer needed was distributed in proportion to the area of 
cropland present in 2000 in each cell. This allowed us to calculate the area of cropland that 
would be required in each cell in 2050, which was summed across the cells within a country. 
We then repeated these calculations but assumed that yields remained at 2000 levels (white 
hatched bar in Figure 1). The difference between the two estimates of the cropland required 
in 2050 is the estimated area at stake.
Projected increases in production from closing yield gaps
We estimated the increased production of each of the three crops per grid cell that would be 
obtained by closing yield gaps enough to match projected production in 2050 in those 
countries where projected production was less than or equal to attainable production without 
increasing crop area. In countries where projected production exceeded that attainable on the 
current cropland area growing these crops, we quantified the production increase up to that 
given by the attainable yield on the current area. We converted production of each crop, in 
tonnes, into a common currency, food energy (TJ), using standard conversion factors [49]. 
We then calculated the total additional food energy from each cell that would be generated 
through increasing yields to meet the projected production in 2050, or to the attainable yield 
on the current area growing these crops (if this level of production was smaller). This 
increase in production was divided by the area of all land in the cell, and expressed as 
TJ/km2/year. Our intention in calculating this projected change in production per unit area 
was to assess the potential risk posed to wild species inhabiting farmland, as large yield 
increases over extensive areas are likely to be detrimental to most such species [5]. It might 
be thought that it would have been better to do this simply by calculating the increase in food 
energy produced per unit area of land used to grow the three crops, rather than the increase in 
production divided by the area of all land in the cell. We adopted the latter procedure to avoid
assigning a large risk to wild species from increasing yield in cells where only a small 
proportion of the total land area is used to grow these crops, and divided by the area of the 
cell because cells differ in area with latitude.
Bird range maps
We obtained range maps for all of the world’s birds from BirdLife International [50]. These 
maps show the range in both the breeding and non-breeding seasons, but we used only the 
breeding range (including areas in which species were resident year-round). We excluded 
families of birds which are entirely or mainly marine (Alcidae, Chionidae, Diomedeidae, 
Fregatidae, Gaviidae, Hydrobatidae, Pelecanoididae, Phaethontidae, Procellariidae, 
Spheniscidae, Stercorariidae and Sulidae). We retained all species in partly marine families 
where most species in the family also utilise terrestrial and freshwater habitats (Anatidae, 
Laridae, Phalacrocoracidae, Podicipedidae and Scolopacidae). We excluded parts of species’ 
ranges where they have been extirpated, as well as areas where they are not native. We also 
excluded 19 small-island endemic species whose ranges did not overlap cells identified as 
land in our agricultural datasets. This left 9,679 species. We conducted our analysis at the 
resolution of 5-min grid cells (≈ 10 × 10 km). A species was considered to be present in a grid
cell if any part of its breeding range overlapped the cell.
Predicting species’ responses to changes in yield
We wished to estimate the expected proportion of bird species in a given cell that fell into 
each of four categories which describe the relationship of their population density to the yield
of farming. Such relationships can be used to predict species’ potential population sizes under
different production scenarios. We used response types defined in [15] which used 
measurements of bird population density and food energy yield averaged over whole farming 
landscapes and unfarmed areas with natural or semi-natural vegetation in southwest Ghana 
and northern India. Response types were defined as follows, in relation to the total 
agricultural production for the region under consideration in the year the data were collected. 
Loser species are those whose total population in the region, on farmed and unfarmed land 
combined, is reduced by farming at some levels of agricultural yield and winner species are 
those for which this is not the case. These two categories were further divided. (i) Losers with
highest total potential population size if farming is at the highest attainable yield, provided 
that this is combined with protection of natural habitat on all of the land not required for food 
production. Following [8] and [15], this is defined as a land-sparing strategy, so we call these 
species SP losers (Figure 2a). (ii) Losers with highest total potential population size with 
farming at the lowest permissible yield, which would require the use of all available land for 
food production, leaving none for natural habitats. This is defined as a land-sharing strategy, 
so we call these species SH losers (Figure 2b). (iii) Losers with highest total populations 
under a strategy with yield intermediate between the minimum permissible and the maximum
attainable are called intermediate (INT) losers (Figure 2c). (iv) All winner species were 
combined into a single category, regardless of the effect of farm yield on their potential total 
population size (Figure 2d-f). Winner species are unlikely to be of unfavourable conservation 
status because their total populations are larger at all yields than those thought to have 
prevailed before agriculture was introduced into the region.
The identification of the response type to which a given species belongs by the methods used 
by [15] requires detailed data on bird population density and agricultural yield, but these data 
are only available for a small number of areas [51]. To predict how all terrestrial bird species 
might respond to changes in farming we used habitat categories and other data from [52] to 
predict response types. These data form part of the assessments that BirdLife International 
undertakes for the IUCN Red List, and draw on data from a wide range of literature sources 
and the input of thousands of experts. The importance of each habitat type (following the 
IUCN Red List classification at http://www.iucnredlist.org/technical-
documents/classification-schemes/habitats-classification-scheme-ver3) is coded for each 
species as being major, suitable or marginal. We assigned a score of 2 for major, 1 for suitable
and 0 for marginal/unused habitats. We examined the data for each species for two groups of 
habitats: (a) those defined in the classification as not being ‘artificial’, which we took to be 
natural, and (b) those artificial habitats which we considered to be characteristic of arable 
farmland, that is, ‘arable land’, ‘canals, drainage ditches, ditches’, ‘irrigated land’, ‘ponds (<8
ha)’, ‘seasonally flooded agricultural lands’ and ‘water storage areas (>8 ha)’. From each of 
these two groups we took the highest suitability score of all the habitats assessed within the 
group. We refer to these maximum scores as Natmax for natural habitats and Artmax for 
artificial habitats. We then took the difference in maximum suitability score for natural and 
artificial habitats (Natmax minus Artmax) as a variable likely to be a correlate of response 
type.
We also used the habitat data to generate covariates representing which natural habitats were 
of major importance for each species. We scored each of the five broad habitat types of forest,
grassland, savanna, shrubland and wetland as 1 if it was coded as of major importance for the
species and zero if it did not. We did not consider the broad habitat types of desert, marine 
coastal/supratidal, marine intertidal, and rocky areas (e.g., inland cliffs, mountain peaks), 
because they were listed as of major importance for too few (five or fewer) of the species 
from Ghana and India for which we had measured the response type. For each of the five 
natural habitats included in our analysis, there were at least 15 species in our dataset from 
Ghana and India for which that habitat was of major importance. We also used as covariates 
of response type whether the species was migratory or not (scored as zero if the species was 
listed as ‘not a migrant’ in [52] and 1 if listed as ‘migratory’, ‘altitudinal migrant’ or 
‘nomadic’) and the areal extent of the global breeding/resident range of the species: Extent of
Occurrence (EOO in millions of km2) [52]. Hence we used eight covariates of response type 
in all: Natmax-artmax, EOO, migratory status and the importance of five natural habitats.
We modelled the effect of these covariates on response type using three sets of logistic 
regression models. First we assigned each of the 336 species in the dataset for Ghana and 
India (Ghana 163 species, India 173 species: these totals differ slightly from those in [15] 
because we excluded taxa not identified to species level) as a loser species (=1, see above) or 
a winner (=0) and used this as the binary dependent variable. We fitted logistic regression 
models using all possible combinations of the eight independent variables, giving a total of 
256 models in all, including the null model with no effects but excluding all models with 
interaction terms. We then calculated the weighted mean of the intercept and the regression 
coefficient for each of the variables across all models using AICc weights [53]. We also 
calculated the relative importance of each variable as the sum of the AIC c weights of all the 
regression models which included that variable. We then repeated this modelling procedure, 
except that we included in the analysis only the 220 loser species and assigned each loser 
species in the dataset for Ghana and India (Ghana 122 species, India 98 species) as a species 
favoured by land sparing with high-yield farming (SP loser; =1, see above) or another loser 
type (=0) and used this as the binary dependent variable. Finally, we repeated the procedure 
with species favoured by low-yield farming (SH losers) being assigned the score 1 in the 
binary dependent variable and all other loser species being assigned the score zero. For 
validation purposes, we also performed these three sets of analyses using only the data for 
Ghana and only the data for India.
Validating regression models of species’ responses to changes in yield
We used the Burnham-Anderson [53] model-averaged regression model parameters and the 
values of the eight covariates to calculate the expected probability that a given species in the 
Ghana-India dataset was a loser species and also the probability that the species was an SP 
loser or SH loser, conditional upon it being a loser. We also calculated the products of the 
expected probabilities that the species was a loser and the conditional probability that it was 
an SP or SH loser to give the unconditional probability that a species was an SP or SH loser. 
We then calculated the area under the curve (AUC) of the receiver operating characteristic 
(ROC) plot of sensitivity against one minus specificity [54] as a measure of the performance 
of the regression model in predicting the response type of a species. In order to make this a 
validation test, we used the model-averaged regressions fitted to only the data for Ghana to 
predict response types for Indian bird species and vice versa. We also summed the expected 
probabilities across species for each of the response types, SP loser (unconditional), SH loser 
(unconditional) and winner, to give the expected proportions of these three response types. 
The expected proportion of INT losers was obtained as one minus the sum of these three 
expected proportions.
Mapping importance for species of different response types
For our illustrative analysis, we used the model-averaged logistic regression model based 
upon the combined results from India and Ghana and eight covariates from [52] to predict the
probability that each of the world’s terrestrial bird species was a loser species. The 
probability that it is a winner species is one minus this value. We calculated the importance of
each grid cell for winners and losers, using information from [50] on which species breed in 
the cell. Importance was calculated for each species in each cell as:
a × p / g
where a is the land area of the cell in km2, p is the expected probability of the focal species 
being in a specified response type, calculated from the regression model, and g was the global
range size of the species in km2. Values for all species occurring in a cell were summed to 
produce estimates of its importance for winners and for losers. Global range size was taken 
into account in this calculation so as to give a higher importance to cells which contained a 
large proportion of the global range of a species (following [55]).
We used the same procedure to calculate the importance of each grid cell for (i) SP losers and
(ii) SH losers. In this case the expected probability calculated from the regression models for 
each species was, for SP losers (SH losers), the product of the expected probability of being a
loser species and the probability of being an SP species (SH species), conditional on being a 
loser. 
Mapping risks and opportunities
We intersected the map of area at stake (land-sparing potential) with the map of importance 
for SP losers to identify areas with (i) both a large area at stake and high importance for bird 
species whose total population size would be greatest with land sparing, and (ii) a large area 
at stake but low importance for bird species which would do best under land sparing. These 
areas represent regions where cropland expansion to grow staple crops is likely unless yield 
gaps are closed, but with different effects of achieving land sparing on the conservation status
of birds because of spatial variation in importance for SP loser species.
We produced an equivalent map for SH losers by intersecting the map of projected increases 
in production from closing yield gaps with the map of importance for SH losers. This 
identified areas with (i) large projected increases in production if yield gaps are closed and 
high SH loser importance, i.e. where yield increases are possible and, if realised, could have a
large impact on the conservation status of SH loser birds which benefit from low-yielding 
farming methods, and (ii) large projected increases and low importance, i.e. where yield 
increases are possible but which are relatively unimportant for SH losers.
3. RESULTS
Crop yields and production
According to the estimates of [46], global production of wheat, rice and maize is projected to 
increase by 47%, 38% and 99% respectively above 2000 levels by 2050. For maize and rice, 
projected increases in production by 2050 exceed those achievable on current land devoted to
those crops, even if yield gaps are closed by fully achieving attainable yields. For wheat, it 
would be technically possible at a global level to meet projected 2050 production without 
further expansion of wheat cultivation if yield gaps are closed.
For all three crops combined, it would be technically possible for around half of the 157 
countries analysed to meet projected 2050 production by closing yield gaps on land already 
devoted to those crops. In most of the remaining countries, projected 2050 production could 
be met by closing yield gaps together with modest increases in cropland area. In only five 
countries would expansion of these three crops require more than 10% of the countries’ non-
cropland area even if attainable yields were fully achieved: Bangladesh, Cambodia, El 
Salvador, The Philippines and Sierra Leone (supplementary data). Without increases in yield 
(and/or reductions in projected production) almost all countries would require some cropland 
expansion: onto more than 10% of their non-cropland in the cases of 31 countries 
(supplementary data).
Land-sparing potential: area at stake
Comparing the extent of cropland expansion with and without the achievement of attainable 
yields identifies places where closing yield gaps has the greatest potential to be used as part 
of a strategy to spare land for biodiversity conservation in natural habitats, including parts of 
West and East Africa, south-eastern Europe and South and Southeast Asia (Figure 3a). These 
are areas where either cropland expansion is most likely if yields are not increased or 
cropland retraction is most feasible if yields are increased in the countries identified. The total
area at stake for the three crops was estimated at 4.2 million km2, equivalent to 28% of 
current global cropland area.
There were eight countries with an area of more than 100,000 km2 at stake: India, China, 
Russia, Brazil, United States, Nigeria, Pakistan and Kazakhstan (‘total area at stake’ in 
supplementary data). These countries account for half of all cropland and 43% of the global 
area at stake, and thus changes in agricultural yields and areas in them will have a particularly
large influence on global trends.
Projected increases in production from closing yield gaps
By combining information on attainable yields and projected production, we identified the 
areas with the largest projected increases in production if yield gaps were to be closed. Such 
areas include in particular parts of South and East Asia (Figure 3b). These are the cropland 
areas in which changes in cereal farming methods are likely to be most dramatic and 
extensive, and thus where they have most potential to affect populations of wild species 
living within farmed landscapes.
Correlates of species’ response types
Model-averaged logistic regression modelling of pooled data of response types of bird 
species in Ghana and India indicated that three variables had a strong influence (relative 
importance > 0.9) on the probability of a species being a loser (Table 1). These were the 
extent of the global breeding range (negative effect), the importance of grassland as a natural 
habitat (negative) and the difference in the maximum scores for natural and artificial habitats 
(positive). For the probability of a loser species being favoured by land sparing with high-
yield farming (SP loser) only the importance of forest as a natural habitat had high relative 
importance (> 0.9; positive effect), with the next most influential variables being the 
importance of savanna as a natural habitat (negative) and the extent of the global breeding 
range (negative). For the probability of a loser species being favoured by low-yield farming 
(SH loser) the extent of the global breeding range (positive) and the importance of grassland 
as a natural habitat (negative) had high relative importance (> 0.9). The next most influential 
variables were the importance of forest as a natural habitat (negative) and the importance of 
wetland as a natural habitat (positive).
Robustness of predictions of species’ response types
The performance of the logistic regression models fitted to the data from Ghana and India 
was assessed in two ways. First, the success of the models in predicting the response type of 
individual species was assessed using the area under the curve (AUC) of a ROC plot (Table 
2). AUC values for the model fitted to the pooled data for both study areas were in the range 
(0.7 – 0.9) considered to indicate ‘useful’ models by [56] for all response types except for the 
unconditional predictions for the SH losers model. For the models of losers, winners and the 
unconditional version of the model predicting SP losers, the AUC values were in the useful 
range even when the logistic regression model was fitted to data for one area and used to 
predict the response type of species in the other area. The conditional version of the model 
predicting SP losers was close to the useful range. The models for SH losers performed less 
well when fitted to data for one study area and used to predict for the other area.
The second test of the models was to use the model fitted to data for one area to predict the 
proportions of species of each response type in the other area and then to compare these 
expectations with the observed proportions (Table 3). This test showed that the proportions of
winners and losers in Ghana were well predicted by the model fitted to data from India, and 
the equivalent prediction for Indian birds from the Ghana model was also reasonably good. 
The performance of models fitted to data from one area in predicting for the other was 
reasonably good for the proportions of SP and SH losers, although the proportions of SH and 
intermediate losers in Ghana were under-predicted and the proportion of SP losers over-
predicted by the model for India. Conversely, the proportions of SH and intermediate losers 
in India were over-predicted and the proportion of SP losers under-predicted by the model for
Ghana. The expected proportions of species with the four response types were ranked 
correctly in both Ghana and India by the models fitted to the data from the other area.
For Ghana and India combined, SP losers outnumbered SH losers by 3.3 to 1. After excluding
INT losers, 77% of loser species are expected to be favoured by land sparing and 23% by 
land sharing (Table 3).
Mapping winners and losers
Spatial patterns of importance for both winner species (Figure 4a) and loser species (Figure 
4b) were qualitatively similar, with the most important areas being highly localised and 
concentrated primarily in tropical areas with complex topography or island archipelagos. In 
most places, importance for losers exceeded that for winners, because losers were around 
twice as numerous as winners (Table 3). Losers on average had smaller global ranges (Table 
1) and hence most loser species occurred in fewer cells, but contributed more to the 
importance of each cell they did occur in, than did winners.
Geographical variation in importance and risk for SP loser species
Importance for SP losers (Figure 5a) was again qualitatively similar to that for all losers, and 
was concentrated in humid tropical areas. Areas of especially high importance also extend 
north of the equator into China and the Terai Arc, and south of the equator to the Southern 
African Cape and parts of Australasia.
Areas where high importance for SP losers coincides with a large area at stake are indicated 
by the dark purple and black areas in Figure 5b. These can be considered as areas where 
cropland expansion is most likely if yields are not increased, where it could have greatest 
negative impact on bird conservation, and thus where sparing land for nature might be most 
needed. Areas where lower importance for SP losers coincides with a large area at stake are 
indicated by blue areas. These are also areas where cropland expansion is likely if yields are 
not increased, but where the impact of this on birds would (in global terms) be somewhat less
severe.
Geographical variation in importance and risk for SH loser species
Importance for SH losers is mapped using the same colour scale as for Figures 4 and 5 
(Figure 6a). The general patterns are similar, but this figure is overall lighter in colour than 
Figure 5a. This is because the estimated overall number of SH losers is much smaller, and 
thus there were no cells in which the importance of SH losers was greater than that of SP 
losers.
Areas with large projected increases in production if yield gaps are closed, and high 
importance for SH losers are indicated by purple areas in Figure 6b. Areas with large 
projected production increases from closing yield gaps, but relatively lower importance for 
SH losers are indicated in blue, and areas with lower projected production increases and some
importance for SH losers are those in pink.
4. DISCUSSION
An illustrative analysis
Our illustrative global analysis provides a first indication of some of the perils and 
possibilities for biodiversity conservation of closing yield gaps for major cereal crops. The 
area at stake is large: equivalent to that of the Indian subcontinent. Closing yield gaps is 
likely to have impacts on wild species living in farmed landscapes, although some of those 
impacts might be ameliorated, as discussed below. Our preliminary model, based on species’ 
habitat requirements and other attributes, suggests that many more of the world’s birds could 
be threatened by cropland expansion than by efforts to increase yields on arable land. 
Therefore, efforts to halt further cropland expansion – by restraining global food demand, 
protecting natural habitats, and closing yield gaps – will be crucial in limiting the future 
impacts of food production on the conservation status of birds.
Limiting global demand for food
Our results suggest that modest reductions in future food production (relative to projected 
production increases), alongside substantial yield increases, could eliminate the need for 
further expansion of cereal crops in most countries. Projections of crop production in 2050 
have been estimated to provide a picture of what is currently considered most likely rather 
than what is desirable [46]. Efforts to improve access to family planning, to encourage less 
land-demanding diets, to eliminate subsidies and incentives for the use of cereals as biofuel 
feedstocks, and to reduce waste and improve the equity of food distribution so that cereal 
production makes a more effective contribution to food security, could all help to lower future
production needs for these crops [10–13,57].
It would be unrealistic, however, to expect that such action will eliminate increases in food 
production. The relationship between rising affluence and increasing consumption persists in 
most parts of the world [14]. The only major exception to this is India, with its consistently 
low per capita meat consumption (but increasing milk consumption) [46]. World population 
is currently increasing in net terms by more than 77 million additional people each year [58], 
and this, combined with increasing affluence, will continue to fuel rising demand for cereals 
and other foods. In consequence, pressure both to increase yields and to expand croplands is 
likely to persist for the foreseeable future.
Different conservation strategies for different places
There is considerable geographical variation in both the magnitude of yield gaps and the 
relative conservation importance for birds of natural habitats and farmland. Places with 
different combinations of anticipated production increases, current and attainable yields, 
extent of uncultivated land, conservation importance and sensitivity of wild species to 
farming are likely to be affected differently by alternative conservation and agricultural 
development strategies. They will also require different actions and incentives consistent with
local cultural and political circumstances [27]. Those actions and incentives are best designed
using site-specific knowledge by and with local stakeholders, and are not considered further 
here. Instead, we focus on understanding what those actions and incentives might aim to 
achieve in broad terms, given a global perspective on food supply and conservation priorities.
Our analysis identifies places with both high importance for SP losers and a large area at 
stake, i.e., where increasing production to the levels anticipated for 2050 while maintaining 
current yields would require far more land than would closing yield gaps (dark purple-black 
in Figure 5b). In such places, there is both a strong case for seeking to implement land 
sparing (through protection of remaining habitat), and the biophysical potential to do so 
(through increasing yields in these areas, or in other parts of the same country).
In places where projected production from yield increases is high, and which are of high 
importance for SH losers (dark purple in Figure 6b) deciding on appropriate conservation 
strategies is more complex. Closing yield gaps would have negative impacts on on-farm bird 
populations, but all such areas are also of high importance for SP losers, so continuing current
agricultural practices and meeting food demand through cropland expansion would be even 
more damaging. These places might be legitimate foci for efforts to export agricultural 
impact on biodiversity elsewhere, by importing the food they need. Doing this could allow 
both important natural habitats and wildlife-friendly farmland to be conserved, but would 
imply increased agricultural expansion or yield increases in other parts of the world.
Another option in such areas would be to put particular effort into identifying ways of 
increasing yields which are more or less compatible with the on-farm biodiversity for which 
the area is important. Possible examples of this are measures taken by Indian farmers to 
permit the co-existence of Sarus Cranes Grus antigone within intensively-managed rice 
landscapes [59] or by US ranchers to provide suitable habitat for Loggerhead Shrikes Lanius 
ludovicianus [60]. Such measures might work for a few iconic species, but it will be 
exceedingly challenging, if not impossible, to ensure that the full range of biodiversity is 
protected in a high-yielding arable landscape.
Possibilities for closing yield gaps by making better use of functional biodiversity deserve 
fuller exploration [61]. The case for maintaining functional biodiversity with a role in 
enhancing and stabilising agricultural production is compelling, albeit it would seem to offer 
far greater potential for supporting agricultural production than as a justification for 
conserving those species most in need of conservation [62].
Land sparing: challenges and ways forward
As already mentioned, it should not be assumed that closing yield gaps locally is necessarily 
the best way to reduce land demand even in places where there is both a strong case for land 
sparing, and the potential to do so. As Angelsen [38] observes: ‘Stimulating agriculture in 
forest-rich areas through, for example, better technologies, improved roads, and more secure 
tenure to “reduce the need for new agricultural land” is a highly risky conservation strategy. 
Agricultural policies that target low-forest areas, or crops and production systems that are 
unsuitable at the agricultural frontier, are more likely to reduce pressure on forests.’
So, it could be best to accommodate increases in food production in parts of the world 
already dominated by cropland, while prioritising the protection of natural habitats essential 
to wild species elsewhere. The concentration of production potential into a few quite 
restricted parts of the world (Figure 3b) suggests that this could be a viable strategy. The 
degree to which yields change in parts of India and China could be particularly significant in 
influencing the area of cropland required for both their own production and that of other 
countries (Figure 6b).
However, considering such a strategy raises a number of important questions relating to 
efficacy, conservation objectives, equity and sovereignty. Are there mechanisms which would
be effective in achieving this in practice? What elements of biodiversity are we trying to 
conserve, and who should decide? Is it politically or ethically acceptable to support subsidies 
that might assist with achieving high yields in existing agricultural areas, and to deny the 
benefits of roads and development to farmers in areas identified as priorities for protection? 
How does the global perspective provided here mesh with local priorities and agendas, which
often drive decision-making? We look at these four issues in turn.
(i) Efficacy. Land sparing will only be achieved in practice if effective mechanisms are found 
to link yield increases with habitat protection, and if conservation is accorded political 
priority alongside food production and food security [24]. The further apart the locations 
where yield increases and habitat protection take place, the more challenging it will be to link
them. However, there is a range of possible mechanisms which could be tested for their 
efficacy in delivering land sparing at multiple scales including: national, regional and local 
land-use planning, commodity-chain certification, company policies, strategic road planning, 
project-based approaches such as community-based natural resource management, 
programmes to reduce emissions from deforestation and forest degradation (REDD+) and 
other initiatives involving payments for ecosystem services [63–67].
(ii) Conservation objectives. Areas identified as being of lower importance for birds (areas 
with little ‘redness’ in Figures 4, 5 and 6) were those which did not support a high proportion 
of the global range of any species and/or which had relatively few species compared to areas 
of the highest importance. However, it is clear that these areas do support biodiversity, and it 
is often highly valued. For example, most of Europe emerges as having relatively low 
importance on a global scale for SP and SH losers, but is (rightly, in our view) the focus of 
considerable conservation concern and action. Our maps of importance do not capture 
anthropocentric reasons for valuing birds (such as cultural values) and should not be taken to 
imply that these areas lack biodiversity value [68]. Even if one takes the view that all 
biodiversity is important and should be valued, not all biodiversity can be preserved, hence 
the need for a strategic approach to understanding and navigating trade-offs. Our approach 
could be used at finer scales (e.g., within-country) to help understand the context within 
which decisions about conservation priorities and land-use decisions must be made.
(iii) Equity. Social justice is a key concern of many who are reluctant to consider land sparing
as a possible conservation strategy. Efforts to implement any conservation strategy – 
including land sparing – have a greater chance of success and support if they take genuine 
account of the needs and aspirations of local people [69]. In most cases, this will mean that 
efforts to close yield gaps should support those who are already farming the land, especially 
in situ smallholders, rather than undermining or displacing them by introducing technologies 
which they cannot afford. Contract farming and job creation by responsible agricultural 
companies can also in the right circumstances benefit small farmers and the rural poor 
[70,71] but there are serious and legitimate concerns about increasing corporate control of the
global food system [72]. If it is to avoid negative social impacts, reform of agricultural 
subsidies and other incentives should include consideration of the implications for social 
justice as well as environmental outcomes.
(iv) Sovereignty. Our analysis takes a global perspective, but decisions are made at finer 
scales. If European leaders consciously opted to subsidise farmers in Europe to ‘feed the 
world’ and keep world food prices low, they might hurt farmers in some developing 
countries. At the same time, this might have some positive effects on biodiversity by reducing
the rate of agricultural change in those countries. Conversely, protecting low-yield farmlands 
or natural habitats risks displacing food production to other parts of the world  [73]: for 
example, via soybean expansion in the Cerrado of Brazil. To what extent should local 
decision-makers take responsibility for these sorts of leakage effects, positive and negative? 
One solution could be to avoid leakage by ensuring that displaced production is compensated 
for by increasing production at another location within the same jurisdiction [74]. Another 
would be to identify and implement less damaging ways of producing the same quantity of 
end-product from less land, for example by reducing post-harvest waste. Whatever approach 
is taken, there is an increased need for decision-makers in this globalised world to take 
account of wider impacts alongside local or national sovereignty.
Limitations of this study
This study is intended as an illustrative example at a global scale to stimulate discussion 
about how to assess the potential consequences for biodiversity of closing yield gaps. Several
issues need to be addressed before the approach can be of direct use in decision-making. We 
looked at only three cereal crops, albeit those which provide over half of humanity’s food 
supply. Other crops will show different patterns of distribution, yield gaps, and anticipated 
changes in production. Available global data on areas, yields and production are notoriously 
unreliable, and should be interpreted with caution [75]. The attainable yields considered here 
are based on current crop varieties and technologies, and are lower than what might be, in 
principle, biophysically possible: developments in plant breeding and agronomy could make 
even higher yields possible in the future. On the other hand, it might not be realistic to 
extrapolate the best current yields even to other areas of similar climate, because of 
differences in soils and water availability (for irrigation) which are not well-captured in 
global datasets [76,77]. Changes in climate may also alter spatial patterns of yields and 
attainable yields [4].
Depending on the agricultural practices in use, increasing yields beyond certain thresholds 
might sometimes be undesirable. Even where there are potential benefits from land sparing, 
these need to be weighed against negative impacts such as increased nitrogen runoff into 
waterways, unless such impacts are strictly controlled when yields are increased. 
Unsustainable agricultural practices that diminish the productive potential of soils over time, 
for example by salinization of soil and groundwater [78], will not help to reduce land demand
in the long term. Evaluation is also needed of whether there is sufficient political will and 
institutional capacity to identify and implement practical policies that will deliver the 
potential benefits of land sparing.
The projections we have used for crop production in 2050 have a number of limitations. Any 
projections several decades into the future should be interpreted with a degree of scepticism. 
The projections incorporate expert judgments on the likely future trajectories of supply, 
international trade, and demand, usually on the scale of countries, but in some cases only for 
groups of countries. Future analyses could make use of recent work to develop more 
comprehensive and detailed global equilibrium models for the production and trade of 
commodities [e.g., 79]. Another key area is exploring the most effective policies and 
mechanisms for meeting human needs without such large increases in production [1,26].
We have used only limited information about bird species’ responses to yield increases 
because the necessary data have rarely been collected. For this analysis, the detailed studies 
needed to assign species to types of population response to changes in yield were only 
available for two regions (Ghana and India), where the original vegetation is predominantly 
tropical or sub-tropical forest. Our extrapolations from these cases where we do have detailed
information is therefore clearly preliminary and requires further testing and improvement. We
expect our method for predicting proportions of winners and losers and of the proportions of 
loser species which are favoured by land sparing or sharing to become more accurate in 
future when detailed information on population density in relation to yield is included from 
other locations, including in particular non-forest biomes and higher latitudes. However, we 
are encouraged by the degree to which the regression models fitted to data from one of our 
study areas predicted the response patterns found in the other area.
Our analysis does not address wild species other than birds, ecosystem services, social 
impacts or practical possibilities for implementing land-use strategies, so it would be unwise  
to use it to draw inferences about these topics.
5. CONCLUSION
Our approach provides a method for identifying parts of the world where increasing crop 
yields pose the greatest risks to the conservation status of wild birds which live on farmland. 
It also provides a framework for identifying where yield increases as part of a land-sparing 
strategy might be most beneficial to birds dependent on natural habitats, provided such 
increases could be linked to measures to protect natural habitats in those places.
The purpose of our analysis is not in providing specific, prescriptive recommendations for 
land sharing in some places and land sparing in others. Instead, it illustrates one way of 
mapping possible risks and opportunities at a broad scale. Using methods like these (and 
incorporating further species- and site-based information), conservationists can identify areas 
that may be of particular importance for SH losers, where new agricultural practices should 
be especially carefully scrutinised to limit negative on-farm impacts. Similarly, they can help 
identify areas of high importance for SP losers where sparing land for nature (combined with 
increasing yields in nearby or distant farmlands) could be most beneficial. This knowledge 
could be used to assist crop scientists, agronomists and others in choosing the places and 
technologies where increasing crop yields as part of a land sparing strategy would be most 
likely to produce collateral benefits for biodiversity.
For that to happen, there is a need for greater communication and cooperation between 
conservationists, farmers, agronomists, crop scientists and policy-makers. Such contacts will 
be key to minimising the impact on biodiversity of feeding an increasingly demanding world.
We caution against advocacy for simplistic policies such as increasing crop yields in the hope
that this will spare wild land, or promoting low-yielding farming methods without 
quantifying the effect of producing food in that way on demand for agricultural land. 
Conservationists should advocate policies and incentives focused on diets, biofuels, livestock,
waste and equity, that will increase efficiency and limit global demand for food, but they 
should also recognise that some further food production increases are inevitable. Hence, they 
should begin work to develop and test ways of creating stronger linkages between the 
protection and restoration of natural habitat and efforts to close yield gaps.
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TABLES
Table 1. Influence of covariates on the response types of bird species in Ghana and India.
Model-averaged values for logistic regression coefficients and the relative importance of
variables are shown for models with all combinations of the eight covariates listed in the
left-hand column. Results are for pooled data from Ghana and India. For the model of all
losers the binary dependent variable is whether a species is a loser rather than a winner
and the model is fitted to data for all species. For the conditional analyses for SP losers,
the binary dependent variable is whether a species is an SP loser (score=1) rather than an
SH or INT loser (both score=0). For the conditional analyses for SH losers, the binary
dependent variable is whether a species is an SH loser (=1) rather than an SP or INT loser
(both=0). For the unconditional analyses the coding is the same except that all species are
included, winners as well as losers, and winners are assigned score zero.
All losers
____________________
SP losers
____________________
SH losers
____________________
Variable Coefficient Relative
importance
Coefficient Relative
importance
Coefficient Relative
importance
Intercept 0.032 0.610 -1.841
EOO 
(millions of 
km2) -0.076 1.000 -0.039 0.664 0.088 0.901
Migratory 
status 0.030 0.272 0.085 0.314 0.021 0.272
Forest 0.095 0.313 1.269 0.988 -0.864 0.782
Grassland -2.579 0.998 -0.137 0.276 -9.023 0.914
Savanna -0.228 0.393 -1.101 0.785 0.529 0.517
Shrubland -0.232 0.363 -0.159 0.305 -0.345 0.352
Wetland -0.113 0.290 -0.647 0.470 1.750 0.736
Natmax-
artmax 1.372 1.000 -0.123 0.387 0.350 0.577
Table 2. Performance of model-averaged logistic regression models in predicting the
response types of bird species in Ghana and India. The area under the curve (AUC) of a
ROC plot is shown for each response type and test and model data source. Column
headers show the source of the observed response type data used to test the model,
followed by the source of the data used to fit the model. Unconditional models of SP and
SH loser species are for estimates of the expected probabilities for all species (winners
and losers), whereas conditional models are for loser species only.
Response type Pooled/pooled Ghana/India India/Ghana
Losers/winners 0.848 0.846 0.782
SP losers unconditional 0.825 0.825 0.767
SP losers conditional 0.736 0.696 0.684
SH losers unconditional 0.690 0.609 0.678
SH losers conditional 0.716 0.660 0.674
Table 3. Percentages of bird species in different categories of response types as observed
and predicted from model-averaged logistic regression models. Results are shown for
pooled data for both study areas and for observed results from one area shown by the
column header compared with predictions for that area from models fitted to data from
the other area.
Pooled
__________
Ghana
____________________
India
____________________
Response type Observed &
Expected
Observed Expected Observed Expected
SP losers 46.1 49.1 63.8 43.4 33.0
Intermediate losers 5.4 9.2 0.6 1.7 14.1
SH losers 14.0 16.6 11.0 11.6 14.9
All losers 65.5 74.8 75.4 56.6 62.0
Winners 34.5 25.2 24.6 43.4 38.0
FIGURE LEGENDS
Figure 1. Illustration of the potential effect of closing yield gaps on the future area of land 
needed for growing maize, rice and wheat. The ‘current’ (2000) global area of these crops is 
shown by the white bar. The areas required to meet 2050 production projections are shown by
the hatched bars for two extreme cases: if yields remained at their ‘current’ (2000) levels 
(white hatched bar), and if yields were increased to attainable levels (green hatched bar). The 
‘area at stake’ is the difference between the area needed to meet 2050 production projections 
if yields remained at their current levels, and the area needed if yield gaps were closed. This 
land-sparing potential will not be realised without specific policies and incentives to constrain
and reverse agricultural expansion.
Figure 2. Schematic illustration of different categories of relationships between the 
population density of individual species, and agricultural yields (after [8,15]). The vertical 
line on each plot represents (for illustrative purposes) the minimum yield that can deliver an 
agricultural production target. A chord (dashed line) is drawn from the intercept to the point 
on the density-yield curve corresponding to the yield at which the total population of that 
species on farmed and unfarmed land combined will be greatest. Its intersection with the 
vertical line (square) gives relative population size scaled such that the intercept density 
represents population size in the absence of agriculture. Loser species are those with 
populations negatively affected by agriculture at some or all levels of yield. (a) SP losers 
would have their highest overall population when land is farmed at the highest permissible 
yield and other land is conserved (land sparing). (b) SH losers would have their highest 
overall population with the lowest permissible yield (land sharing). (c) INT losers would have
their highest overall population at an intermediate yield and with an intermediate amount of 
land spared. (d-f) Winner species are those with population sizes always higher with 
agriculture than they would be in the absence of agriculture.
Figure 3. (a) Area at stake (land-sparing potential) for wheat, rice and maize combined. The 
scale shows the difference in the additional area of cropland needed to meet projected 2050 
production if yields remain at 2000 levels or increase as necessary within attainable levels. 
Area is calculated in km2 per 5-min grid cell, and then divided by the total area of each cell. 
(b) Projected increase in production between 2000 and 2050, if yield gaps are closed 
sufficiently (within the constraints of what is attainable) to meet projected production of 
wheat, rice and maize. Estimates are provided in TJ/year, and divided by the total area of 
each cell, as cells differ in size with latitude. Map (a) shows area at stake on both cropland 
and non-cropland, while map (b) shows changes only in cells which already have cropland. 
This and other maps use the Eckert IV projection.
Figure 4. Estimated importance of cells at 5 minute resolution for (a) bird species with 
populations expected to benefit from agriculture (winners), and (b) bird species which are 
negatively affected by agriculture at some or all levels of yield (losers), predicted from 
information on species’ global range size, habitat requirements and migratory status. 
Importance is calculated as the sum across all species of the proportion of each species’ 
global range in a given cell multiplied by the estimated probability of it being a winner or 
loser. These maps should be interpreted as indicative only, as the data available to validate 
these estimates are extremely limited.
Figure 5. (a) Estimated importance of cells at 5 minute resolution for loser bird species 
which would have a larger total population under land sparing than other strategies (SP 
losers). Importance is calculated as the sum across all species of the proportion of each 
species’ global range in a given cell multiplied by the estimated probability of it being an SP 
loser. (b) Area at stake for major cereals in relation to importance for SP loser birds. Two-
colour scale shows areas with high-sparing potential and high importance (purplish-black), 
high-sparing potential but lower importance (bluish) and low-sparing potential but high 
importance (reddish). White: no data on sparing potential. These maps should be interpreted 
as indicative only, as the data available to validate importance estimates are extremely 
limited.
Figure 6. (a) Estimated importance of cells at a 5 minute resolution for loser bird species 
which would have a larger total population under land sharing than other strategies (SH 
losers). Importance is calculated as the sum across all species of the proportion of each 
species’ global range in a given cell multiplied by the estimated probability of it being an SH 
loser. (b) Projected production from yield increases of major cereals in relation to importance 
for SH loser birds. Two-colour scale shows areas with high projected increase in production 
and high importance (purplish), high projected increase in production but lower importance 
(bluish) and low projected increase in production but high importance (reddish). White: no 
cropland, or no data on projected production. These maps should be interpreted as indicative 
only, as the data available to validate importance estimates are extremely limited.
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